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ABSTRACT To solve the problem of low message delivery rate and high network resource consumption
when forwarding messages in opportunistic networks, an opportunistic routing algorithm based on trust
relationships for wireless mesh networks is proposed. Firstly, the wireless mesh network is analyzed and
the opportunistic routing model is constructed; By analyzing the security mechanism and security threat of
communication entities, then measuring the trust degree of links and nodes, establishing the trust relationship
between nodes, and defining and quantifying a new security measurement method based on the trust model;
Finally, according to the security measurement method defined by the model, select the node with high
trust value to participate in the message forwarding process. At the same time, give priority to the node
with greater trust with the destination node as the relay node, and allocate the message copy according to
the trust degree to make the message pass along the direction of increasing trust, to complete the design
of opportunistic routing algorithm in wireless mesh networks. Experimental results show that the routing
algorithm can effectively improve the message delivery rate, up to about 95%, and reduce the consumption
of network resources.

INDEX TERMS Communication link, opportunistic routing, relay nodes, safety measurement, trust rela-
tionship, wireless mesh network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Mesh Networks (wireless Mesh network, referred
to as ‘‘WMN,’’ wireless Mesh network or wireless Mesh
network) can not only form a self-organizing network and
multi-hop network but also form a certain hierarchical struc-
ture and be compatible with other networks. It has become a
kind of Internet access solution for community broadband in
the metropolitan area network, It is different from any tradi-
tional wired or wireless network and has some unique advan-
tages. Wireless Mesh network greatly improves the coverage
of wireless systems and has the advantages of low cost, fast
networking, self-organization, high bandwidth, good compat-
ibility and scalability [1], [2]. As wireless Mesh structure can
solve the ‘‘last 1 km’’ network access bottleneck problem,
it has been written into the IEEE802.16 (WiMax) wireless
broadband access network standard, which is now into the
IEEE802.15 Mesh and is working on IEEE802.11 s Mesh
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in the standard. It is also incorporated into the IEEE802.15
Mesh and being developed IEEE802.11s Mesh standards.
From the perspective of technical characteristics, the wireless
Mesh network will become the ideal networking model for
the future wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) core
network and is likely to challenge 3G technology and become
one of the potential technologies to build B3G/4G [3], [4],
as well as the only feasible technology to build commercial
mobile Ad Hoc network so far. It is widely used in military
communication and tactical command network. The research
onwireless mesh networks can improve the continuous devel-
opment of communication and other network technologies.
Among them, the optimization of its routing and path is
very helpful to improve the performance of the network [5].
Therefore, it is very important to study the opportunistic
routing algorithm in wireless mesh networks.

At present, the attacks on network routing are becoming
more and more common and have serious consequences,
and the security of network routing has been widely con-
cerned [6]. The routing problem in wireless Mesh networks
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has become a research hot spot in recent years, and oppor-
tunistic routing is one of the important research directions [7].
Opportunistic routing is a Mobile Ad hoc network with the
characteristics of a general delay-tolerant network, based on
a ‘‘store-carry-forward’’ message transmission mechanism.
When a node receives a message, it stores the message in the
local cache and then carries the message until it encounters a
suitable relay node for forwarding. The opportunistic routing
makes full use of the broadcast characteristics of wireless
communication and selects multiple potential forwarding
nodes to improve the success rate of packet forwarding.
Opportunistic routing is required to solve two main problems
of the selection and sorting of the forwarding list.

As one of the key technologies of WMN, routing protocol
is a hot research topic at home and abroad. Patil et al. [8]
proposed a trust - and opportunity-based routing framework
in wireless sensor networks using hybrid optimization algo-
rithms, which operates in two key aspects: One is to select
the security node, the other is to select the opportunity node
from the selected security node, and based on the fitness
parameters trust, distance, delay and connectivity, the pro-
posed M-CSO is used to optimize the selection of oppor-
tunity node, but this technology has the problem of high
packet loss rate. Ziaur et al. [9] proposed a fully opportunistic
routing algorithm for underwater wireless sensor networks,
and proposed an arbitrary broadcast, geographic and fully
opportunistic routing algorithm called TORA for UWSN.
The nodes in the network are located recursively by arrival
time and range-based equations. The position coordinates
and residual energy are then used as a matrix to select the
best available transponder. All packets may or may not be
acknowledged, depending on the state of the sender and
receiver. Therefore, the number of confirmations for a par-
ticular packet can jump from 0 to 2. Extensive simulations
were performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme for high network traffic loads in very sparse and very
dense network scenarios, but the technique has poor mes-
sage delivery across the network. Chithaluru et al. [10] pro-
posed an improved opportunistic routing based on adaptive
sequencing in wireless sensor networks. After analyzing that
the sleep state of nodes is an infeasible mechanism, cluster
heads and node sets participating in routing are determined.
However, this technology has the problem that the throughput
decreases greatly when the load increases.

To solve the above problems, a trust-based opportunistic
routing algorithm for wireless mesh networks is proposed.
By analyzing the wireless mesh network, the routing model is
designed according to the characteristics of the network, the
risk factors of security mechanism between communication
entities are considered, and the trust degree of each node in
the network is calculated, and a certain security measure-
ment method is determined. This method is used to diffuse
between nodes, enhance the trust relationship between nodes
and enhance the routing effect. Compared with the existing
methods, the time overhead in the routing process of this
method is shorter and the throughput is larger.

II. ANALYSIS OF OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING IN
WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS
A. WIRELESS MESH NETWORK ANALYSIS
To realize the design of an opportunistic routing algorithm
in wireless mesh networks, it is necessary to analyze the
characteristics of the wireless network [11].

An air backbone network is a flexible and efficient Mesh
network constructed by a large air backbone platform with
a large load [12], long space capacity and stable connection
through wideband data link in the form of wireless Mesh.
User nodes (such as fighter jets) are connected to the air back-
bone network to realize information transmission and interac-
tion. The air backbone node has mobility, so the air backbone
Mesh network has mobility and is not completely stable
compared with the access nodes of the ground backbone
Mesh network. However, the characteristics of the large air
backbone platform with poor tactical mobility and high node
stability make the air backbone Mesh network have stronger
stability than the aviation self-organizing network. The air
backboneMesh network can ensure that the network structure
remains relatively stable within a certain period under the
influence of external non-wars destruction factors, and the
topology of each backbone access node remains unchanged.
Therefore, its network topology can be illustrated in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of air backbone mesh network.

In the data transmission process of each node in the net-
work topology diagram, it is assumed that only one node can
be used as the source node to transmit data, only one node
can be used as the destination node to receive data, and the
other nodes are used as intermediate nodes to participate in
data forwarding.

B. THE CONSTRUCTION OF OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING
MODEL
Based on the characteristics of opportunistic routing and node
topology determined above [13], [14], to improve the quality
of routing, this chapter designs the trust relationship model of
opportunistic routing and determines the nodes in the network
through this model.
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Figure 1 is abstracted to obtain the node model of the air
backboneMesh network, which is transformed into a directed
graph G = (R,E,D), where the set R represents all nodes
within the network coverage range, including network nodes
ri = {r0, r1, r2, · · · , rn, rn+1}. The set represents the com-
munication link eij ∈ E formed between any two nodes ri, rj;
The set D represents the successful delivery rate between
two nodes when data packets are transmitted in the link. The
delivery rate of the link between any two nodes ri and rj is
represented by di,j, where, di,j ∈ D, di,i = 1.
Assuming that in the process of sending data packets from

the source node to the destination node, the delivery rate
among nodes is constantly participating in data transmission
and reception, and the coherence time of single-channel is
much longer than the transmission time of data packets in
the channel. It can be assumed that the links between the
same node and different neighbours remain statistically inde-
pendent. To realize the high efficiency of data transmission
among forwarding nodes in the node cooperative transmis-
sion, suppress data re-transmission, and deal with the asym-
metry of bidirectional link at the same time, and ensure that
the reply sent by forwarding nodes after receiving packets can
be received by sending nodes, a trusted response mechanism
can be introduced to ensure that the response success rate is
close to 100%.

1) THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROUTING MODEL
According to the determination of the trust relationship of
opportunistic routing, to realize the research of this paper, it is
necessary to process the data packets sent by the nodes and
build the routing model on this basis.

Set s, d ∈ R as any two nodes in the node-set
R, which are used to send and receive packets respec-
tively. Variable F : R × R → V represents the for-
warding priority of each node in the ordered forwarding
node-set Vs,d formed from the source node to the des-
tination node. Vs,d represents the forwarding list formed
from the source node to the destination node, Vs,d ={
(s = r0, r1, r2, · · · , rn, rn+1 = d) : Fri,d ≤ Fri+1,d

}
. As the

subscript increases in the node-set, the priority increases
accordingly. Any node ri can forward packets to the des-
tination node. Only the node with the highest priority can
forward packets. Among all forwarding nodes that receive
the data packet, each node responds in turn according to the
forwarding priority order.

Set pri,rj denote the probability, which is that a data packet
sent by a node ri ∈ Vs,d to a destination node is received
by a node ri (i < j) with a higher priority than the node ri,
but not received by a node rk (j < k) with a higher priority
rj. According to the statistical independence of the link trans-
mission data packet, it can be obtained:

pri,rj =


dri,rj

n+1∏
k=j+1

(
1− dri,rk

)
∀i ≤ j

0 ∀i > j

(1)

According to the above definition, the routing and node
forwarding model can be shown in Fig. 2.

2) TRUST MODEL AND SECURITY MEASUREMENT
Based on the historical interaction information between
nodes and the recommendation information of trusted
neighbour nodes, a trust evaluation model is established to
analyze and judge the trusted status of nodes timely and accu-
rately [15], [16]. Selfish nodes can be refused to participate in
the process of message forwarding, and cooperative relations
with low-trust nodes in the network are avoided to ensure safe
and reliable communication between nodes.

The direct trust relationship between nodes is esti-
mated and judged by periodically observing the interaction
behaviour between nodes. At the same time, the indirect trust
relationship between nodes is estimated and judged accord-
ing to the recommendation information of trusted neighbour
nodes, so the direct trust relationship and indirect trust rela-
tionship are considered comprehensively when judging the
trust relationship.

FIGURE 2. Routing and node forwarding model.

Communication link and routing node are two key network
devices. Whether a node can safely forward packets to its
neighbour depends on two aspects: on the one hand, the
reliability of the link connected to; on the other hand, the
reliability of neighbour nodes. Therefore, a trust relationship
between neighbour nodes (trust pair) is proposed to establish
secure information storage and forward a trusted path for
communication between source and destination by packet.
It assumes that links are secure and there are only two trust
relationships between nodes, which are trusted or untrusted.
Considering the simplicity of the trust theory, the trust model
is improved and the concept of trust is used to describe the
trust relationship between nodes more accurately.
Definition 1: The concept of Trust Degree (TD) includes

the trust degree of communication links and the trust degree
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of routing node. When TDt
(
eij
)
is set, it indicates the trust

degree of the link eij connecting ri to the neighbour node rj.
Definition 2: Trust Relation (TR) set, TR {ri→} rj rep-

resents the trust relationship ri with the neighbour node rj.
The main factor with affecting TR {ri→} rj is TDt

(
eij
)
and

TDt
(
rij
)
, so TR {ri→} rj at the time t can be formalized as:

TR
{
ri→ rj

}
= d1TDt

(
eij
)
+ d2TDt

(
rij
)

(d1, d2 ∈ [0, 1] , d1 + d2 = 1) (2)

The weights d1, d2 unrelated to TD indicate the importance
of a link TD and a node TD to the establishment of trust
relationships between trust pairs. TD is unidirectional, and
d1 dynamically update with network security status changes:
TRt1

{
ri→ rj

}
6= TRt2

{
ri→ rj

}
, t1 6= t2.

Definition 3: Security Metric (SM), For a link eij ∈ E ,
the security metric of its concavity is defined as SM

(
eij
)
or

SM
(
ri, rj

)
, indicating the degree of security from ri forward-

ing data to rj, SM is one-way. In this way, the security metric
of the hop path G is:

SM (p) = min [SM (r0, r1) , SM (r1, r2) , · · · , SM (ri−1, ri)]

= min
[
SM

(
ei−1,i

)]
, 1 ≤ i ≤ h (3)

The higher the reliability of neighbour nodes and the com-
munication links between them is, the more reliable the trust
relationship between nodes will be and the higher the security
of data transmission. The security path is to establish a trust
relationship chain along the information transmission path.
Therefore, the security metric of the link at the time can be
set as:

SM
(
eij
)
= TRt

{
ri→ rj

}
= d1TDt

(
eij
)
+ d2TDt

(
rij
)

(d1, d2 ∈ [0, 1] , d1 + d2 = 1) (4)

Here, d1, d2 show that the security status of the link to the
sensitive degree of links TD and nodes TD. It can be seen
that SM is a dynamic variable updated with the changes of
network security status and is suitable for route calculation.
Security threats and security mechanisms taken by network
devices when transmitting and forwarding data are two major
factors related to link security measurement [17], so they
should be taken into consideration when quantifying links TD
and nodes TD.

Several security mechanisms work at the link layer in the
OSI model that can give TD

(
eij
)
with different increased

trust values IV
(
eij
)
. Set the maximum trust degree of the link

eij as TDmax
(
eij
)
=

∑
x≥0

IVLabel(x)
(
eij
)
when implementing

x (x ≥ 0) kinds of security mechanisms, for example, the
TDmax

(
eij
)
= IVC

(
eij
)
+ IVA

(
eij
)
+ IVT

(
eij
)
that applies

C, A, and T security mechanisms. Of course, the link trust
degree TDmax

(
eij
)
= 0 without any security mechanism.

And if x ′
(
x ′ ≥ 0

)
kinds of link security mechanisms are

dynamically increased or decreased, TDmax
(
eij
)
will also

increase or decrease with the corresponding trust degree:

TDmax (eij) = TDmax (eij)±∑
x ′≥0

IVLabel(x ′)
(
eij
)

(5)

On the other hand, communication link transmission may
face various threats (such as MAC flooding attacks, ARP
attacks, etc.), and there are many intrusion/misuse behaviour
detection and response technologies to detect the attacks.
In the fixed-length period 1t , if the λ link attacks are
detected, TD

(
eij
)
should decrease exponentially (it is easy to

lose trust): TDt
(
eij
)
= TDt−1t

(
eij
)
− 2λ−1DV

(
eij
)
(λ ≥ 1),

until TDt
(
eij
)
= 0; On the contrary, if there is no link attack

at the time 1t , TD
(
eij
)
will have lost some trust linearly

increased by a change value CV
(
eij
)
(difficult to gain trust

degree), and reset the attack times λ = 0 until TD
(
eij
)
return

to the maximum trust degree before eij is attacked.
rj is not only a neighbour of ri but also be a neighbour

of other nodes rk ∈ R
(
k 6= i 6= j, ekj ∈ E

)
in the network.

Therefore, the quantification of trust degree TD
(
rij
)
of rout-

ing nodes should include two parts: one is the direct trust
degree DTD

(
rij
)
of rj obtained from ri active observation;

the other is the indirect trust ITD
(
rij
)
rj obtained ri from other

nodes rk through routing information exchange, namely.

TDt
(
rij
)
= w1DTDt

(
rij
)
+ w2ITDt

(
rkj
)(

k 6= i 6= j, eij, ekj ∈ E,w1,

w2 ∈ [0, 1] ,w1 + w2 = 1
)

(6)

where, the weights w1, w2 show the proportion of DTD and
ITD when quantifying TD

(
rij
)
. To prevent malicious slander

by the enemy w1 > w2 is generally taken.
Direct trust measurement: The measurement of direct trust

degree DTD
(
rij
)
rirj is also based on the security threats

faced by routing structures and the security mechanism of
routing protocols. Authentication and confidentiality are the
two main routing information security mechanisms, and
both of them can provide information level (IL) or package
level (PL) security services. D adopts different securitymech-
anisms, which can bring the different added value IV

(
rij
)
of

trust degree toDTD
(
rij
)
. Set the maximum direct trust degree

of a node rj to node ri with implementing x (x ≥ 0) kinds of
security mechanisms as:

DTDmax (rij) =∑
x≥0

IVLabel(x)
(
rij
)

(7)

On the other hand, network routing attacks (including
external attacks and internal attacks) are common and have
serious consequences [18], [19]. Routing attacks can be
detected and isolated using IDS. In the fixed-length period
1t , if the λ attacks to rj are detected, DTD

(
rij
)
should

decrease exponentially: DTDt
(
rij
)
= DTDt−1t

(
rij
)
−

2λ−1DV
(
rij
)
(λ ≥ 1), until DTD

(
rij
)
= 0; If there is no

routing attack in 1t , DTD
(
rij
)
will have lost some trust

degree linearly increased by a change value CV
(
rij
)
, and

reset the number of attacks λ = 0 until DTD
(
rij
)
return to

the maximum trust degree: DTD
(
rij
)
= DTDmax

(
rij
)
before

rj is attacked.
The measurement of indirect trust degree: the indirect trust

degree ITD
(
rkj
)
of ri to rj is measured by flooding the rout-

ing update information. At the time t , ri gets the TDt ′
(
rkj
)
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from rk , then ITDt
(
rkj
)
is updated:

ITDt
(
rkj
)
=

|R|∑
k=1,k 6=i 6=j

(
TDt ′

(
rkj
)
− TDt ′

(
rij
))
× TDt ′ (rik)

|R|
,

t ′ < t (8)

where |R| is the number of nodes in G. ITD
(
rkj
)
has the

relationship with the trust degree ITD
(
rkj
)
of ri to rk . The

higher TD (rik) is, the greater the updated degree of ITD
(
rkj
)

is. It indicates that when TD
(
rij
)
is quantified. The degree

of acceptance that ri adopts observations from other nodes
depends on the degree of trust of ri these nodes.
Through the above measurement of the trust degree of

communication link and routing node, the trust relationship
between routing nodes is established, and a quantitative trust
model and the security metric SMt

(
eij
)
of link eij at a time t

are obtained.

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING
ALGORITHM IN WIRELESS MESH NETWORKS
The opportunistic routing of wireless mesh networks adopts
the SRTR algorithm. Through the research of this algorithm,
more nodes are deleted, and the trust degree of the remaining
nodes is considered to realize the design of an opportunistic
routing algorithm.

SRTR algorithm uses the limited copy message forwarding
strategy, based on the interaction information between nodes
and the recommendation information of the trusted neighbour
to build the trust matrix. A local trust list is established
according to the trust matrix, which is used to store trusted
neighbour nodes, and then the forwarding decision is realized,
and the number of message copies is divided according to the
trust degree of the destination node to the relay node [20].
If the current node ri has a message set M that needs to be
forwarded, the specific steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1) In the current cycle, according to the trust matrix T , the
node ri stores the row vector Ti = (Ti1,Ti2, · · · ,Tin)
in the trust matrix. The threshold of trust degree Tth is
set according to the system environment, and the trust
degree of the node ri to other nodes is obtained by row
vectors respectively. The nodes that meet the threshold
conditions of trust degree are added to the local trust list
of nodes Tlist (i). Similarly, the nodes that do not meet
the threshold conditions are deleted from the local trust
list.

2) For the message m ∈ M carried by the node ri, get
the destination node rd of the messagem. When a node
ri encounters a node rj, if rj = rd , the node rj sends
the message directly to the destination node. If the
node rj ∈ Tlist (i), go to step 3; otherwise, the node
ri continues to carry the message until it encounters the
destination node or a node in the local trust list Tlist (i).

3) According to the trust vector of the node, calculate the
social similarity sim (ri, rd ) and sim

(
rj, rd

)
of the cur-

rent node ri, the encountered node rj and the destination

node respectively. If sim
(
rj, rd

)
> sim (ri, rd ), the

node ri is required to split the number of copies rcj
of the message m, and forward the message m with
the number of copies rcj to rj, update the number of
message copies rci ← rci − rcj of the node ri. And
the partition calculation of the number of copies of the
message is as follows:

rcj =

⌈
sim

(
rj, rd

)
sim (ri, rd )+ sim

(
rj, rd

) · rci
⌉

(9)

4) Otherwise, when sim
(
rj, rd

)
≤ sim (ri, rd ), the node

ri continues to carry messages until it encounters the
destination node or node in the local trust list Tlist (i).

III. RESULTS
To verify that the trust relation-based opportunistic routing
algorithm proposed in this paper, the application effect of
actual opportunistic routing in wireless mesh networks is
tested in theMATLAB simulation environment. The router of
the routing node selected in this experiment is WNDR3800,
which is used to construct the wireless mesh network. The
router has five Gigabit ports, including LAN andWAN ports.
The router complies with the IEEE 802.11n standard and
is compatible with the 802.11/b standard. The maximum
wireless transmission rate can reach 300mbit/s. The wireless
transmission rate is fast. The coverage capacity of wireless
signals uses 5GHz. Themobile node adopts randomwaypoint
and CBR(Constant bit rate) as the transmission traffic model.
The data sending rate is 6 packet/s, the data receiving rate
is 3.4 packet/s, and the packet size is 50 bytes. The number
of nodes is 30∗150, the transmission range is 30m, and the
data is randomly distributed in a space of 100∗100m2. Each
data can be randomly transmitted from one source node to
another random target node, and the moving speed is between
0m/s and 20 m/s. After reaching the destination node, a pause
time (0∼100 s) is passed before starting a new transmission
process. The simulation verification times are 5000 times.
The transmission structure of network nodes is shown in
Figure 3:

At the same time, to further show the application
performance of the method in this paper, the algorithm of
literature [8] and the algorithm of literature [9] are taken as
comparison algorithms to compare the indexes in the appli-
cation of this algorithm and different comparison algorithms.
The specific experimental results are as follows.

A. THE DELIVERY RATE OF MESSAGE
Themessage delivery rate is defined as the ratio of the number
of messages successfully delivered to the destination node in
the network to the total number of messages generated by the
source node.

According to Fig. 4, with the increase of the ratio of selfish
nodes, the delivery rates of the three routing algorithms all
show a decreasing trend. Because there is no selfish node
detection mechanism, the delivery rate of the algorithm in
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FIGURE 3. Network node transmission structure.

FIGURE 4. Message delivery rate and selfish node ratio.

the literature decreases faster than that of the algorithm in
this paper. This is because the algorithm in this paper can
ensure that nodes with a higher level of trust participate in the
process of message forwarding, and relay nodes are selected
according to social relationships. Therefore, the application
performance of the proposed algorithm is generally superior
to the two comparison algorithms.

B. THE ROUTING COST
The routing cost is the ratio of the total number of message
copies in the network to the number of messages that are
successfully transmitted to the destination node. The routing
costs of the proposed algorithm and the two competitive algo-
rithms under the different ratios of selfish nodes are shown in
Fig. 5.

According to the analysis of Fig. 5, as more normal nodes
in the network become selfish nodes, the propagation cost of
the algorithm in literature [8] is on the rise. and the routing
cost of this algorithm is the largest. When the ratio of selfish
nodes is less than 40%, more copies of the message are
discarded with the increase in the number of selfish nodes,
and therefore the routing cost of the algorithm in literature [9]
shows an upward trend, the algorithm chooses relay nodes

FIGURE 5. Test results of routing overhead.

FIGURE 6. Packet loss test results.

according to the social relationship. When the ratio of self-
ish nodes exceeds 40%, the number of selected relay nodes
reduces gradually, so that the ratio of the discarded message
decreases. The transmission cost shows a decreasing trend,
therefore, the performance of the algorithm in reference [9]
is better than that in reference [8]. The routing cost of the
algorithm in this paper shows a downward trend because the
algorithm can detect selfish nodes.

C. THE NUMBER OF LOST PACKETS
The total number of messages discarded by selfish nodes
in the network is called the number of lost packets. Fig. 6
shows the number of lost packets between the algorithm in
this paper and the two competitive algorithms under different
selfish node ratios.

As can be seen from the analysis of Fig. 6, compared
with the literature algorithm, the algorithm in this paper
has a smaller number of lost packets, because the literature
algorithm does not consider the trust degree of nodes in the
process of data transmission. In the actual operation process,
the algorithm in this paper selects the next-hop transmission
node based on the trust degree of the node, so the algorithm
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FIGURE 7. Throughput under different load conditions.

in this paper has less packet loss compared with the two
algorithms. Compared with the algorithm in literature [8], the
algorithm in literature [9] selects the next-hop nodes based on
the social relationship, so the performance of this algorithm
is better than that of the algorithm in literature [8].

D. THE PERFORMANCE TEST UNDER DIFFERENT LOAD
CONDITIONS
1) THE THROUGHPUT TEST
The throughput of the algorithm in this paper is tested under
different load conditions, and the result is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the throughput of
the proposed algorithm and the amount of data under dif-
ferent load conditions. It can be obtained from the analysis
that, as the number of data increases, the throughput of the
algorithm starts decreasing by 1%. When the load rate is
0.2, the throughput of the algorithm in this paper starts to
decline when the amount of transmitted data is 0.5GB. This
is because when the network load is low and the amount of
transmitted data is small, the node cache capacity has little
influence on the data transmission, so the throughput of the
algorithm in this paper can remain relatively high. With the
increase of load intensity, the effect of node cache capacity
on the performance of throughput becomes very significant.
When the load rate is 0.8 and the amount of transmitted data
is low, the throughput of the proposed algorithm starts to
decline, but the decline is slow. This is because the algorithm
in this paper takes the transmission performance of links and
nodes into consideration in the path selection so that the
link can maintain relatively high transmission efficiency and
relatively high throughput in the case of heavy load and large
data business transmission [21]–[23].

2) THE PERFORMANCE TEST OF COST
The cost performance of the algorithm in this paper is tested
under different load conditions, and the result is shown in
Fig. 8.

In the analysis of Fig. 8, the algorithm in this paper selects
the comprehensive optimal link to transmit information of
different types of services and different amounts of data.

FIGURE 8. Routing overhead under different load conditions.

The algorithm in this paper carries out quantitative data trans-
mission, and the running time can be used to compare the
cost performance of different routing protocols during the
whole data transmission process. The running time is used to
represent the total time of the opportunistic routing protocol
from the detection packet to the packet, which carries data
that is fully received.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, when L = 0.2, the amount
of data is less than 0.5, when L = 0.5, the amount of data
is less than 0.3 when L = 0.8, and the amount of data is less
than 0.3, so the fluctuation of running time of the algorithm in
this paper is not significant. This is because under the above
conditions, nodes have little restriction on packet transmis-
sion and there is no congestion in the network. Therefore,
the algorithm in this paper costs more resources to obtain
more state information. At the same time, the running time of
the algorithm in this paper is less than 30ms under different
loads and different amounts of data, which indicates that the
algorithm has faster operation efficiency.

IV. CONCLUSION
To improve the performance of network opportunistic rout-
ing, a trust-based opportunistic routing algorithm for wireless
mesh networks is proposed. The algorithm comprehensively
considers the direct trust and indirect trust and establishes
the trust matrix between nodes according to the overall trust.
Especially when obtaining recommendation information, the
neighbour nodes are evaluated by establishing a trust similar-
ity relationship, and the trust similarity is used as a constraint
to avoid the possibility of false recommendation information
of selfish nodes. Establish a local trust list of nodes to ensure
that nodes with high trust levels participate in the secure
forwarding process of messages. On the premise of ensuring
the reliability of the relay node, making the message pass
along the direction of increasing social similarity can avoid
the occurrence of selfish behaviour between nodes, ensure
the best path for the message to reach the destination node,
improve the message delivery rate of the whole network,
reduce the message forwarding delay in the network, and
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make the message copy transmit efficiently and reliably. The
experimental results show that:
(1) The highest delivery rate ofmessages using thismethod

is about 95%, and the decline speed is slow;
(2) When using this method for network routing, the delay

of message forwarding can be reduced.
(3) This method can reduce the overhead of network rout-

ing, and has certain feasibility.
Although this method has achieved some results at this stage
and has a good effect in improving opportunistic routing in
wireless mesh networks, there are still many disadvantages
in the research. In the future, the energy consumption of
opportunistic routing in wireless mesh networks and the key
nodes affecting its selection of the best path will be studied
to improve the effectiveness of this research method.
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